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Abstract. Prediction of toxicity levels of chemical compounds is an im-
portant issue in Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR)
modeling. Although toxicity prediction has achieved significant progress
in recent times through deep learning, prediction accuracy levels obtained
by even very recent methods are not yet very high. We propose a mul-
timodal deep learning method using multiple heterogeneous neural net-
work types and data representations. We represent chemical compounds
by strings, images, and numerical features. We train fully connected,
convolutional, and recurrent neural networks and their ensembles. Each
data representation or neural network type has its own strengths and
weaknesses. Our motivation is to obtain a collective performance that
could go beyond individual performance of each data representation or
each neural network type. On a standard toxicity benchmark, our pro-
posed method obtains significantly better accuracy levels than that by
the state-of-the-art toxicity prediction methods.
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1 Introduction

Every year a broad spectrum of chemical compounds are produced in various
laboratories all over the world. A large number of these chemical compounds
are suspected to be toxic or hazardous for human life, and at the end, many
of them are proven so. As a result, toxicity prediction has become one of the
most important issues in Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR)
modeling [10,21]. Various functional groups and their specific three dimensional
orientations make chemical compounds toxic in nature. The principal metric
used for the measurement of toxicity is the concentration of compounds and the
time of exposure to humans [15]. The concentration of compounds that cause
toxic or hazardous effect on human health are measured by experiments and
are considered as endpoints. The exposure of toxic compounds to humans can
take place through oral or intravenous uptake or inhalation. There exist several
toxicity metrics but the most popular one is IGC50 [24]. IGC50 measures the
concentration of the compounds that inhibit 50% of growth on test population.
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QSAR modelling has made significant progress in recent years through deep
learning [11]. To predict molecular activities via computational models, molecules
are usually represented as strings of a given textual language such as Simplified
Molecular-Input Line-Entry System (SMILES) [1]. Such SMILES strings can
then be used to compute various types of numerical features (e.g. physicochemi-
cal descriptors) and molecular images [23]. Numerical features have been used in
various traditional machine learning approaches such as K-Nearest Neighbours
(KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forest (RF), and Fully Con-
nected Neural Networks (FCNN) [14]. On the other hand, molecular images have
been used in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [6]. Computation of molec-
ular images needs relatively less domain specific expertise than that of numerical
features, but CNN models using them still achieve reasonable performance levels
[6] compared to the other models using numerical features. SMILES strings can
also be transformed into a vector representation and used in Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) for molecular activity prediction [5].

In recent work on toxicity prediction, physicochemical descriptors and finger-
prints are used in deep neural networks and consensus models by TopTox [20] to
predict regression activity such as Pearson correlation coefficient R2 between the
experimental and predicted toxicity levels. Another system named AdmetSAR
[22] uses molecular fingerprints to predict R2 values by RF, SVM, and KNN
models. Yet another system referred to here by the name Hybrid2D [10] uses
a hybridization of shallow neural networks and decision trees on 2D features
only to predict R2 values. TopTox, AdmetSAR, and Hybrid2D use an IGC50-
based benchmark dataset as one of their benchmarks and obtain accuracy levels
0.80–0.83 on that dataset. Clearly, these are not very high accuracy levels.

In this paper, we propose a multimodal deep learning method that uses mul-
tiple heterogeneous neural network types and data representations. We represent
the formula of a chemical compound as a SMILES string and as a molecular
image. We further represent the chemical compound using numerical features
obtained from physicochemical descriptors. We train an RNN on vector repre-
sentations of SMILES strings, FCNN on numerical feature values, and CNN on
molecular images. We then build an ensemble from the RNN, the FCNN, and
the CNN using an Ensemble Averaging (EA) method or a Meta Neural Net-
work (MNN) to obtain the final output. Each data representation type or each
neural network type has its own strengths and weaknesses. Our motivation is
to obtain a collective performance that could go beyond the individual perfor-
mance of each data representation or each neural network type. Our multimodal
approach is different from a typical ensembling approach as the latter uses ho-
mogeneous neural networks and data representations. On the IGC50 toxicity
benchmark dataset, our proposed method obtains significantly better accuracy
levels (0.84–0.88) than that by the state-of-the-art toxicity prediction methods
TopTox, AdmetSAR, and Hybrid2D.

In the rest of the paper, Section 2 covers preliminaries of toxicity prediction
and neural networks, Section 3 describes our multimodal deep learning approach,
Section 4 provides experimental results, and Section 5 presents conclusions.
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2 Preliminaries

We give overviews of SMILES strings, the IGC50 dataset, and neural networks.

2.1 SMILES Strings

SMILES is a text-based chemical language that is used to describe the informa-
tion about the structure of a molecule in a single line of characters [19]. SMILES
strings obey a regular grammar or syntax. Various types of characters are used
to denote atoms and bonds between them. For example, c is used for represent-
ing aromatic carbon whereas C represents aliphatic carbon. There are special
characters like “=” and “-” to denote double and single bonds respectively. An
example of a SMILE string is “CC1=CC(=O)C2=C(C=CC=C2O)C1=O”.

2.2 IGC50 Dataset

Among several toxicity metrices, IGC50 is one of the most important end-
points [24]. IGC50 measures the concentration of compounds that inhibit 50%
of growth on test population. The benchmark dataset, denoted henceforth by
IGC50 dataset and used in this work, has IGC50 values and their test population
is Tetrahymena Pyriformis [20]. Tetrahymena Pyriformis is an aquatic animal
(Protozoa) that lives in fresh water. It is pear-shaped, 50×30 pm in length, mul-
tiplies in 3h to 4h and can be cultured in a single membered sterile culture [8,4].
Thus, IGC50 in the given dataset refers to acute aquatic toxicity of compound
on Tetrahymena Pyriformis population. The time of exposure considered here is
40h, which indicates that population of Tetrahymena Pyriformis are exposed to
these compounds for 40h and then reduction in growth was measured [20]. IGC50
values reported in the given dataset is measured in − log10(C) where C is the
concentration in mol/L [20]. There are 1792 compounds in the IGC50 dataset.
These compounds are represented as SMILES strings with lengths ranging from
2 to 52 characters.

2.3 Neural Networks

A deep neural network (DNN) has multiple hidden layers while a shallow neural
network (SNN) typically has only one hidden layer. We refer the reader to [17]
for the concepts and mathematics of deep learning on DNNs. Below we briefly
cover various types of neural networks based on their architectures.

1. FCNN. A neural network in which each unit of one layer is connected to all
units of the next layer is termed as a fully connected neural network (FCNN).
FCNNs take numerical features as an input to predict the output.

2. CNN. A convolutional neural network is a special type of neural network
for the image data. CNNs can extract low level features from images and
compute more complex features as we go deeper in the networks [18]. Vari-
ants of CNN like Inception, Alexnet and Resnet have been developed and
employed as highly accurate image classification models [7].
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3. RNN. A recurrent neural network is a specialized neural network for sequen-
tial data. RNNs can learn features directly from the sequence data without
explicitly computing features. RNNs use their internal state (memory) to
process the sequence of data. They have shown great success in natural lan-
guage processing and machine translation [16]. RNNs usually are prone to
short term memory problem [9]. The information flows from one cell to an-
other sequentially and might be corrupted later in the network for longer
sequences. Long short-term memory (LSTM) units or gated recurrent units
(GRU) in RNN offer solutions to the short term memory problem [2].

4. Ensembles. An ensemble is a collection of multiple component neural net-
works. Ensemble averaging (EA) is a method to average out the outputs of
multiple component neural networks in an ensemble. A meta neural network
(MNN) may also be used for averaging out. Ensembles of neural networks
often perform better than individual neural networks. Usually the data rep-
resentations and the network types (e.g. FCNN or CNN or RNN) of all the
neural networks in an ensemble are the same. An MNN if used is normally
a shallow FCNN. We assume the FCNN, CNN, or RNN component neural
networks used in ensembles are deep neural networks.

3 Methodologies

Our multimodal deep learning method uses multiple heterogeneous neural net-
work types and data representations within an ensemble of neural networks.
Fig. 1 shows the proposed multimodal deep learning architecture. SMILES strings
of chemical compounds are first transformed into a vector format, or a molec-
ular image format, or a set of numerical features. Then, an RNN, a CNN, and
an FCNN are trained respectively on the vector format, image format, and the
numerical features. The coupling between the data representations and the neu-
ral network types are because the respective neural networks are the best suited
ones for the respective data representations. The outputs of the component RNN,
CNN, and FCNN are the averaged out through an EA method or using an MNN
to obtain the final output. We further describe each part of the architecture.

SMILES

Strings

Transform

Transform

Transform

Numerical

Features

Molecular

Images

Vector

Format

FCNN

CNN

RNN

Output

Output

Output

EA or

MNN

Final

Output

Fig. 1. Our proposed multimodal deep learning architecture for toxicity prediction
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3.1 Vector Representation

Each character of a SMILES string is represented by a 50 component one-hot
vector, where only one bit is high and all other bits are low.

3.2 Molecular Images

SMILES strings are used to generate 2D molecular images [6]; see Fig. 2. An
open source python library rdkit is used to generate 2D drawings of the SMILES
strings in the IGC50 dataset [13]. The 2D coordinates are mapped onto a grid
of size 100 × 100 with a pixel resolution of 0.2Å. Depending upon the presence
of bonds or atoms, the gray scale images are color coded with 4 channels. Each
channel encode different information about the molecule. Layer zero is used
for the information about the bonds and the other three layers are for atomic
numbers, gasteiger charges, and hybridization.

Fig. 2. Computing a molecular image from 2D coordinates generated from a SMILES
string by using an open source python library rdkit

3.3 Numerical Features

2D numerical features used are less multifarious in nature and easy to calculate.
1422 2D features are computed using an open source software PADEL descriptor
[23]. The main reason for using 2D features is that these descriptors have shown
promising prediction power in a previous study [10].

3.4 Input Output

All the three types of input data generated from the SMILES strings in the
IGC50 dataset are fed into three types of suitable deep learning approaches to
predict Pearson correlation coefficient R2 values.

3.5 FCNN

We use a neural network with two hidden layers, each consisting of 100 units.
The training data size is 1792 molecules with 1422 2D numerical features as
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described before. A random optimization technique REF is used to obtain the
optimized values of the neural network parameters as shown in Table 1. Adam
optimization with default learning rate is used as the back propagation gradient
descent [12]. The drop out is used after first hidden layer only.

Table 1. Optimized parameters for FCNN

Parameter Name Parameter Value Parameter Name Parameter Value
Epochs 400 Initialization Function Glorot-Normal
DropOut 0.1 Activation (1st layer) Sigmoid
Mini-batch 1024 Activation (2nd layer) Relu

3.6 CNN

We use a three stage Resnet as shown in Fig. 3a. The Resnet consists of residual
connections (skip connections), which make it prone to the vanishing gradient
problem [7]. It allows the gradient to propagate to the early layer without vanish-
ing. This type of skip connection is inherited in convolutional block and identity
blocks in the network as shown in Fig. 3b and c. Adam optimizer with default
learning rate and 128 batch size are used. The number of epochs is 150 with an
early stopping criterion. The implementation detail of each layer is given below.
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Fig. 3. Resnet architecture used in CNN

• Input: Input image is of the shape (100× 100) with 4 channels.
• Stage 1: The 2D convolution has 64 filters of shape (7, 7) and uses a stride

of (2, 2). BatchNorm is applied to the channels axis of the input. MaxPooling
uses a (3, 3) window and a (2, 2) stride.

• Stage 2: The convolutional block uses three set of filters of size [64, 256,
256] each with a shape (1, 1) and stride (1, 1). The identity block use two
sets of filters of size [64,256] each with a shape (1, 1) and stride (1, 1).

• Stage 3: The convolutional block uses three set of filters of size [128, 512,
512] each with a shape (1, 1) and stride (1, 1). The identity block use two
sets of filters of size [128, 512] each with a shape (1, 1) and stride (1, 1)
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• Average pooling: The 2D average pooling uses a window of shape (2, 2).
• Flatten: It is a function that converts the pooled features from the max

pooling layer into a single column feature vector.
• Fully connected: A dense layer which is fully connected to the previous

single column vector generated by flatten. For a regression problem like in
case of IGC50 molecular images, it consists of single neuron or unit.

3.7 RNN

We developed a variant of RNN which involves 1D convolutions instead of LSTM
or GRU as shown in Figure 4. The reason of using 1D convolution instead of
GRU or LSTM is because IGC50 molecules are shorter in length. All the unique
SMILES characters in the sequence are mapped to integer numbers using a
dictionary. One-hot vector encoded characters are fed into a network. An em-
bedding layer is used to compute an embedded vector representation of SMILES
sequence. It should be noted that ReLu activation function is used with convolu-
tion layers while linear activation function is used with fully connected or dense
layer. Adam optimizer with default learning rate and 128 batch size is used. The
number of epochs is 150 with an early stopping criterion. The implementation
detail of the RNN architecture in Figure 4 is given below.

One-Hot

Vectors

Embedding

Layer
3 × 1D

Convolution
Flatten

Fully Con-

nected

Fig. 4. RNN architecture

• One-hot vectors: Every character of each SMILES string is one hot vector
encoded and fed into embedded layer.

• Embedding layer: One-hot vectors for 50 dimensional space.
• 1D convolution layer: Each 1D convolution is performed using 92 filters

with size of 10, 5 and 3 respectively.
• Flatten: A function that flatten out the output of 1D convolution.
• Fully connected or dense: The fully connected layer computes the output.

It is densely connected all neurons from the previous layer.

3.8 EA or MNN

Each of the component FCNN, CNN, and RNN is trained independently. When
the EA method is used, the final output is the average of the output of the
component neural networks. When an MNN is used, we consider the outputs of
the FCNN, CNN, and RNN as three input features to the MNN and then train
the MNN. The MNN has only one hidden layer with 10 neurons. We use Adam
optimizer with the default learning rate to optimise the MNN. Also, we use
400 epochs and an early stopping criterion. After performing hyper-parameter
random search, we use mini-batch size of 512, drop-out of 0.4, glorot-normal
initialization function and sigmoid activation.
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3.9 Implementation

All the neural network models are built using a Keras deep learning framework
on a system with NVidia Tesla K40 GPU.

4 Results

We split the data into train(70%) and test(30%) sets randomly in the beginning
of modeling. The test set is kept aside (blind) for the final testing after finaliz-
ing the hyper-parameters like epoch, drop-out, activation function, mini-batch
size and initialization function using 5 fold cross-validation (CV) on the train
set. Table 2 presents the R2 values obtained by component neural works, their
ensembles, and the existing state-of-the-art methods.

Table 2. Performance comparison on (R2) values using IGC50 dataset

FCNN CNN RNN EA MNN TopTox AdmetSAR Hybrid2D
CV 0.82 0.80 0.78 0.85 0.88 NA 0.82 0.83
Test 0.81 0.78 0.79 0.84 0.86 0.80 NA 0.81

4.1 Component Neural Networks

FCNN achieves better performance than CNN and RNN on test and CV. For
CV, FCNN achieves 2% better accuracy than CNN and 4% better than RNN. For
test, FCNN outperforms CNN and RNN base model by 3% and 2% respectively.

4.2 Ensemble Performance

For CV, the EA method improves the (R2) value to 0.85 whereas the MNN
approach improves it to 0.88. For test, the EA method improves the (R2) value
to 0.84 whereas the MNN approach improves it to 0.86.

4.3 Existing Methods

We compare the performance of our proposed methods with three state-of-the-
art toxicity prediction methods. These three methods are described below.

1. TopTox [20] uses various types of approaches such as single task deep neural
network, multi-task deep neural network and consensus models to verify
the predictive power of element specific topological descriptors, auxiliary
molecular descriptors (AUX), and a combination of both.

2. AdmetSAR [22] represents molecules by fingerprints such as MACCS, Mor-
gan and AtomParis implemented with RDKit. Machine learning algorithms
including RF, SVM, and KNN are used to build the models.

3. Hybrid2D [10] is using hybrid optimization of shallow neural network and
decision trees to prerdict R2 values using only 2D Features.

As we see from Table 2, performance of our ensembled approaches are better
than that of all the three existing methods both on CV and test.
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4.4 Analyses and Discussions

From the results in Table 2, it appears interesting that RNN with the vector
representation of just SMILES strings and CNN with molecular images obtain
similar performances on IGC50 datasets. It raises the question as to the useful-
ness of the CNN with molecular images. We leave this for future study. While
ensembles improve performance over component neural networks, the MNN ap-
proach appears to be better than the EA approach.

We selected the IGC50 dataset which has relatively small compounds com-
pared to the other datasets. This is because large molecules are difficult to encode
in fixed sized 2D molecular images. We leave it for future study to use some other
datasets or using some other data representations.

5 Conclusions

Multimodal data representations and network types best suited to the data rep-
resentations can capture various aspects of a machine learning task. In this paper,
we propose a multimodal deep learning method that uses multiple heterogeneous
neural network types and data representations. We represent the formula of a
chemical compound in a textual language, in an image format and also in terms
of numerical features. We then build an ensemble from various types of deep
neural networks suitable for the data representations. Our multimodal approach
is different from a typical ensembling approach as the latter uses homogeneous
neural networks and data representations. On the IGC50 toxicity benchmark
dataset, our proposed method obtains significantly better accuracy levels (0.84–
0.88) than that (0.80–0.83) by the state-of-the-art toxicity prediction methods.
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